IISc-Cambridge Series

The IIScPress (an initiative of the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore) in collaboration with Cambridge University Press, has launched three book series:

- IISc-Cambridge Research Monographs Series (ICRMS)
- IISc-Cambridge Centenary Lectures Series (ICCLS)
- IISc-Cambridge Lectures Notes Series (ICLNS)

IISc-Cambridge Research Monographs Series (ICRMS) The monographs to be published in this series will address contemporary topics of science and engineering. Professor K. Kesava Rao is the series editor and can be contacted at kesava@chemeng.iisc.ernet.in

IISc-Cambridge Centenary Lectures Notes Series (ICCLS) As part of the 2009 Centenary celebrations, IISc instituted a series of lectures by eminent scientists. In this series books are based on lectures delivered at IISc by distinguished speakers. Professor Anurag Kumar is the series editor and can be contacted at anurag@ece.iisc.ernet.in

IISc-Cambridge Lecture Notes Series (ICLNS) This series fulfils an important need in higher education in science and engineering, particularly in India. These books are authored by distinguished scholars. Professor Gadadhar Misra is the series editor and can be contacted at gm@math.iisc.ernet.in

About Cambridge University Press
Cambridge University Press is the publishing business of the University of Cambridge. The Press advances learning, knowledge and research worldwide, and publishes the finest academic and educational writing from around the world. Since publishing its first work in 1584, Cambridge now publishes over 2500 titles and 200 journals every year.

Appropriately priced Indian editions of selected books will be published

IIScPress also publishes books of general interest
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